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Abstract. We first characterize continuous spectrum and purely discrete spectrum

of an isometry U of a Hilbert space geometrically by the existence of a spanning

system, resp. by the absence, of vectors with infinitely many orthogonal images under

powers of U. We then characterize weak mixing and discrete spectrum of an invertible

measure preserving transformation of a probability space in terms of the null sets of

the space. Finally for two-fold weakly mixing transformations the result on isom-

etries is strengthened by proving the density of the set of partitions with infinitely

many mutually independent images in the set of all finite partitions.

0. Introduction. This paper consists of three parts. Part 1 deals with spectral

theory in Hilbert space, part 2 and part 3 deal with spectral properties of measure

preserving (m.p.) transformations of a probability space. The three parts are

closely related, but can be studied independently—except that some preliminary

results in part 1 (up to Proposition 1.2) are used in part 2.

We first consider an isometry U of a complex Hilbert space £>. We say that U

has purely discrete spectrum if § is spanned by the eigenvectors of U, and that U

has continuous spectrum if U has no eigenvectors. We give a geometric characteri-

zation as follows: A vector/e § is called weakly wandering if there exists a strictly

increasing sequence 0=A:0<a:1<a:2< • • • of nonnegative integers such that the

vectors Ukf(i e Z+) are orthogonal to each other. We show that U has continuous

spectrum if and only if the weakly wandering vectors span § and that U has purely

discrete spectrum if and only if there exist no nonzero weakly wandering vectors.

In the first case the weakly wandering vectors turn out to be dense in §. (The con-

cept of weakly wandering vector is analogous to Hajian and Kakutani's concept

of a weakly wandering set in a measure space [2]. Halmos [3] has used the term

wandering subspace for subspaces ffç§ all images Ukñ (keZ+) of which are

orthogonal to each other. It follows from the orthogonality relations of the

functions e2ntnx {ne Z,xe [0, 1 ]) that the existence of sufficiently many wandering

vectors characterizes absolutely continuous spectrum, i.e. Lebesgue spectrum.)
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In part 2 we consider a m.p. transformation F in a probability space fa, ¡F, p).

F induces an isometric operator UT in £2(Í2, IF, p.) by UTf=f° T. Fis called weakly

mixing if UT has continuous spectrum on the orthogonal complement of the space

consisting of the equivalence classes of the constant functions. F is said to have

discrete spectrum if UT has purely discrete spectrum. A sequence (Bn) of !F-

measurable sets is called remotely trivial if the intersection of the a-algebras

^m (m^O) generated by {Bm+k, k e Z + } contains only sets of measure zero or one.

Sucheston [18] has shown that F is strongly mixing if and only if for all Ae^F

every subsequence of (T~nA) contains a further subsequence which is remotely

trivial. We give similar characterizations for weak mixing and discrete spectrum

as follows: F is weakly mixing if and only if for all A e ,F the sequence (T~nA)

contains a remotely trivial subsequence. If F is ergodic F has discrete spectrum if

and only if, for no A e 3F other than null sets and their complements, the sequence

(T'nA) contains a remotely trivial subsequence. A sequence (Bn) is remotely

trivial if it has sufficiently good asymptotic independence properties. We are there-

fore able to derive Kusnirenko's characterizations of discrete spectrum in terms of

his entropy for subsequences [12] from our result.

The fact that weak mixing can be characterized in terms of the null sets of the

measure space suggests the consideration of weak mixing for nonsingular trans-

formations. This approach has been taken in the case of strong mixing by Pro-

fessor Sucheston and the author [10]. We give a heuristic explanation of the more

formal definitions given in [10]. It will then be clear that the formal approach

(which was preferred in [10] in order to obtain a unified treatment of mixing and

complete mixing) should not be applied to the above characterization of weak

mixing.

In part 3 we ask for exact independence along a subsequence rather than for

asymptotic independence. Let F be an invertible ergodic m.p. transformation of a

probability space (Í2, ¡F, p.). If the entropy h(T) of F is positive, Sinai's theorem

[20] implies the existence of independent partitions, i.e. of partitions

£ = {Ax, A2,..., An} of Q, for which £, T~x£, T~2£,... are mutually independent.

We call a partition £ weakly independent, if there exists a subsequence 0 = k0 < kx

<k2< -of the integers such that T~ko£, T'ki£, T~k*£,... are mutually inde-

pendent. In the case h(T)=0 Kusnirenko's results on entropy for subsequences

suggest the search for weakly independent partitions. If F is weakly mixing this

comes down to the question whether approximate independence of partitions

T~ko£, T~ki£,..., T~k'£ can be changed into exact independence by a modifica-

tion of the partition. Observe that only n sets can be modified, but for independence

to hold («— l)nl equations must be satisfied.

We call F 2-sided weakly mixing if for all A, B, C e 3F,

i   m- 1

(0.1) lim - 2 MT~kA nBn TkC)-p.(A)p.(B)p.(C)\ = 0.
m->oo m k = o

Weak mixing is the special case where (0.1) holds for all A, B and for C=D.
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We show that weak mixing is necessary and 2-sided weak mixing is sufficient for

the density of the set of weakly independent partitions in the set of all finite par-

titions. We conjecture that weak mixing is both necessary and sufficient.

We do not know whether weak mixing and 2-sided weak mixing are equivalent.

In fact, 2-sided weak mixing is implied by 2-fold weak mixing as defined by Leonov

[13] and the question whether 2-fold weak mixing coincides with weak mixing is

open. In the class of stationary Gaussian processes weak mixing and r-fold weak

mixing are equivalent for each r S: 2.

If/is a function with zero integral, taking only finitely many values cx,..., cn

and if the partition ¿j = {Ax,..., An} with Ai = {f=c^ is weakly independent, then

/is a weakly wandering vector in 22 for the isometry UT. Our result on weakly

independent partitions therefore strengthens the general theorem on isometries

with continuous spectrum in the special case of 2-sided weakly mixing transforma-

tions. Note that even in the case of positive entropy the present result cannot be

replaced by Sinai's theorem, because that theorem makes no density statement

and therefore does not yield a system of weakly wandering vectors spanning the

Hilbert space.

The results of part 2 and part 3 of this paper suggest the following question :

Is it true that nontrivial weakly independent partitions exist if and only if T does

not have discrete spectrum? The "only if" part is of course obvious.

We remark that all relations between sets and functions are meant to hold

modulo null sets.

Notation. Ac denotes the complement of a set A, A ¿\ B the symmetric difference

of A and B, and A\B the set A n Bc. lA denotes the indicator function of A, i.e.

the function which takes the value 1 in A and the value 0 in Ac. Let

Z= {0, ±1, ±2,...},       Z+ = {0, 1,2,...}   and   TV = {1, 2, 3,...}.

If E is a finite set, \E\ denotes the number of its elements.

I would like to acknowledge my indebtedness to ideas of Kusnirenko and

Sucheston. I would like to thank Professor J. Neveu for sending me a copy of his

lecture notes on ergodic theory, Professor W. Parry for informing me about a

relevant result of Mrs. Dowker, and Professors Akcoglu, Papangelou and Sucheston

for stimulating discussions.

1. Weakly wandering vectors. We consider a complex Hilbert space © with

scalar product (•, ■) and norm || • |. The complex conjugate of a scalar c is denoted

by c.

For the convenience of the reader we start with a preliminary discussion of some

spectral theoretic results, which will be needed for the proof of our theorem. This

discussion is based on lecture notes of Neveu [14].

A subset M of Z+ is said to have density zero if «_1 2E = o l\i(k) tends to zero.

A sequence (an, ne Z+) of complex numbers is said to converge strongly Cesàro
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to a (in symbols an 'v a) if n_1 2¡J=o |an-fl[ tends to zero. It is an exercise to show

that a bounded sequence (an, n e Z+) converges strongly Cesàro to a if and only

if there exists a subset M of Z+ of density zero such that lim,,.,,,,;,,«, an = a.

Lemma 1.1. Let v be a bounded measure on the 1 -dimensional torus Tx = [0, 1 [

and v(n) = j e2"'nxv(dx) (neZ) its Fourier-transform. The sequence (v(n),neZ + )

converges strongly Cesàro to zero if and only if v has no atoms (i.e., v({y}) = 0 for

each y eTx).

Proof. As (î>(n)) is bounded the above characterization of strong Cesàro con-

vergence implies that v(n) ^ 0 is equivalent to v(n)2 'v 0. We have

«_12 IWI2 = «_1 2 Í   v(dx)e2"ixk I    v(dy)e
k= 0 k = 0JTx JTi

= f l«-1^ e2^x-^k]v(dx)v(dy).

The last term tends to

(1.1) f       v(dx)v(dy) =  2 yfa})2
J{x=y) zeTi

as n -*■ oo, because the integrands [... ] are everywhere bounded by 1 and converge

to l{x=y).   D

Proposition 1.1. Let U be an isometry in the Hubert space £ and let Un (n e Z)

be defined by Un=Un (n^O) and Un= U*M (n<0). For every fie § there exists a

unique bounded nonnegative measure p.f on Tx = [0, 1 [ such that

(1.2) (Unfifi)=       e2^p.,(dx)       (neZ).
JTx

p.; is called the spectral measure off.

Proof. For every finite sequence {ck, \k\ in} of complex numbers one has

2 2 cMVi-j.f) = 22 cfiJLuj. uj) =hc,ujf =o.
1    m Im II   i

The sequence (Ukfifi) is therefore nonnegative definite and the proposition follows

from a general theorem of Herglotz [5]. (The proposition holds even for contrac-

tions, but the proof is then more difficult.)    □

An element 0^/e © is called an eigenvector for the isometry U if there exists a

complex number c (the eigenvalue) such that Ufi= cf. Let §d be the subspace of §

which is spanned by the eigenvectors of U and let ©c be its orthogonal complement.

Proposition 1.2. The following statements about an element fie § are equivalent:

(a) fie $c,

(b) p., has no atoms,

(c) (Ukfif)^0,

(d)(Ukfig)^0forallgeiQ.
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Proof, (a) => (b). Let fe fec and assume p.f({y}) > 0 for some yeTx- Applying

von Neumann's mean ergodic theorem to the contraction e~2!tiyU we find that the

averages n'1 2ï=o (e~2niyU)kf converge to an element gefe with e ~2"iyUg=g.

We have

(g,f)= limn-1 "f e-™y\Ukfif)
n->oo fc = 0

= lim í   «-1 2 e2xiKx-^p.f(dx) = p.f({y}) > 0.
n-.no JTx )c = 0

Hence g ^0, and g is an eigenvector (with eigenvalue e2niy) which is not orthogonal

to / This contradicts our assumption.

(b) => (c). This follows from Lemma 1.1.

(c) => (d). The set of elements ge$ such that (Ukf g) 'V 0 is a closed linear

subspace of fe. From (Ukff) 'v* 0 and the fact that U is an isometry it follows that

every g of the form U¡f belongs to that subspace. For every vector g which is

orthogonal to all vectors i/,/we even have (Uf,g) = 0. The subspace therefore

coincides with fe.

(d) => (a). Let g^O be an eigenvector with eigenvalue c. As U is an isometry

we have \c\ = 1 and U*g=cg. Now (Ukf, gJ^O and(Ukfi g) = (f, U*kg)=(fi ckg)

= ck(fg) imply that / is orthogonal to g. As g was an arbitrary eigenvector,

fe fec follows.    □

Recall that U is said to have purely discrete spectrum if fe = fed and continuous

spectrum if © = fec. We are now in a position to prove our main result.

Theorem 1.1. An isometry U of a Hilbert space fe has continuous spectrum if

and only if the weakly wandering vectors span fe. It has purely discrete spectrum if

and only if there exist no nonzero weakly wandering vectors. If the weakly wandering

vectors span fe, they are even dense in fe.

Proof. Let us first show that the existence of a spanning system of weakly

wandering vectors implies for all/ g e fe a convergence statement which is stronger

than (£/*/, g) ^ 0.

Lemma 1.2. Let U be an isometry in fe, |[/|| = 1, and assume that for some finite

sequence 0 = ko<kx < • ■ • <&r-i the vectors Uk°fi ..., Uk'-\f are orthogonal. Then

we have for all he fe

(1.3) lim sup (sup «-11+f ' \(Ukf, h)\2) Ï r"1!«!2.
n-»oo       \ jgo k = i I

Proof. We may assume || h \ = 1. Let/ = Ukf (0^i<r). For each / e N the vectors

U'fi are orthogonal and have length ^ 1. Bessel's inequality therefore implies for

all / e TV

rf\(U%h)\2^ ||«||2 = 1.
1 = 0
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For any n^2^r_1 and any j 2:0 we have

Í+Z1\(Ukfih)\2ikr_x+    '"S"1     |(^fc-Y.,A)|a       (0ii<r).
k = i k = j + k,-x

Hence

'*%X\{U*f,h)\***r-i+'-x    '+T     I\(Uk-kfi,h)\2
k = i k = j + kr-ii = 0

i kr-x + 1K-i + r-ln.

Dividing by n and passing to the limit we get (1.3).    □

The lemma implies for weakly wandering vectors fie § the relation

(1.4) lim (sup n-1 '+f * \fakfi h)\2) =0       (he ©).
n-oo   \j¿0 k=f I

(1.4) means that, for every e>0, n~l\{k : jikij+n-l, \(Ukfih)\2>e}\ tends

to zero uniformly in/ Thus (1.4) is equivalent to

(1.5) lim (sup ir1'+2 l \(Ukfih)\) = 0       (A 6©).

The set of vectors/e §, for which (1.5) holds, is a closed subspace of §. Therefore,

if the weakly wandering vectors span ©, (1.5) holds for all/e §. Hence (i/k/, A)

'v 0 (/ h e £>), therefore ©c = ©. (1.5) can be interpreted as the statement that the

maximal Banach limit of the sequence (\(Ukfi h)\) is zero for all/ Ae§, see [19].

The fact that (1.5) holds in the case of continuous spectrum is known [7].

It is now sufficient to prove that in the case § = £>c the weakly wandering vectors

are dense in £). This is the crucial part of the proof. If U does not have purely

discrete spectrum we can apply this result to the restriction of U to the invariant

subspace £>c#{0} to obtain a nonzero weakly wandering vector. Conversely, if

there exists a weakly wandering vector/^0, Lemma 1.2 and the considerations

following it imply (Ukf,f) 'V 0. Proposition 1.2 then implies §c^{0}. We formulate

the required result as a lemma:

Lemma 1.3. Let U be an isometry of the Hilbert space § and let £> = £>c- Then for

all fie § and all e > 0 there exists an /<e) e § with

(1.6) ||/-/te'|| < .

and a sequence 0 = k0 < kx < k2 < ■ ■ ■ of integers such that

(1.7) (Ukfie\ Ukifis)) = 0       (0 i i,j < oo, i / j).

The proof proceeds by an inductive construction. Following a suggestion of the

referee we start with an informal outline designed to familiarize the reader with the

ideas. The proof below is independent of it.

Assume, for simplicity, ||/|| = 1. Proposition 1.2 implies that \(Ukfi,f)\ is small

for most sufficiently large values of k. We start by modifying/0=/into an/ close

to/o so that (t/"i/1,/1)=0 for some kx. We explain below how this is done.
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When / and 0 = k0 < kx < ■ ■ ■ <kt have been determined such that the vectors

Ukft (0 g i ik t) are orthogonal, we want to find kt+1 and to modify/ into/i+ x such

that the vectors Ukft+1 (Oeiút+l) are orthogonal. It seems to be difficult to

obtain the modification / ->/(+i in one step. We introduce a mapping y¡ of a

neighborhood of/ into a neighborhood of/ such that the deviation from or-

thogonality (measured in terms of M?(g) = max{\\g\\-2\(Ukt + ig, Uk¡g)\, O^i^t})

is cut in half, i.e. Mta(Xí(g))^2-1Mí°(g).

The definition of yt is most intuitive for r=0: Take kx such that/0=/ Ukif, and

U2kif are nearly orthogonal. Change /0 into Yo(/o) =/0- (/„, Ukif0)Ukif0 and

compare y0(/0) and Uk^xo(fo)- The reader may like to draw a picture to see that the

orthogonality of y0(/o) and Ukixo(fo) is much better than that of/0 and Ukfi0. In

fact, if g is close to/0 and we define Xo(g)=g-\\g\\~2(g, Ukig)Ukig, then the

orthogonality of xo(g) and Ukixo(g) is much better than that of g and Ukig.

For i=0 we can apply xt over and over again and the sequence xt(g) converges

to a vector fi with (fi, t/fci/i) = 0. Unfortunately for r^ 1, yt has the property that

the vectors Ukixt(fi)(0^i^t) need no longer be orthogonal. We fix this by applying

the entire orthogonalization procedure defined up to step t to xt(ft)- Let <pt(g) be the

vector obtained by applying the orthogonalization procedure of the previous

steps to g. We change/ into xt(fi), then into ¡ptxt(fit), then into xmxt(ft), then into

9tXt9tXt(ft), etc Under suitable assumptions the limit exists. We call it/+1. The

constructions are possible if we define xtin such a way that for >pt=<PtXt

H M?(Mg)) è 2-iMKg)

and such that in the course of the construction we never leave the neighborhood of

/(, in which xt and <pt are defined and satisfy the required inequalities. It is, in fact,

sufficient to have (*) for those g for which g, Ukig,..., Uk>g are orthogonal. Each

tpt(g) has this property, therefore we get Mt(<ft(g))^2-in-i'iM?(<lit(g)).

To avoid that one of the modifications of/ lies outside the prescribed neighbor-

hoods we need an estimate of \\<pt(g)—g\\. Such an estimate is given in the induction

hypothesis below.

We hope that these remarks help to clarify the formal proof which follows.

Proof of Lemma 1.3. We may assume

(1-8) l/l = 1    and   e < J.

Step 0 of the construction consists in specifying/0 =/ k0=0, C0 = l, 80= 1, and

<Po(g)=g(gefe).

At the end of step / (t ^ 0) of the construction we have determined a sequence

of integers 0=ko<kx < ■ ■ ■ <kt, an element/ e fe, constants C(>0 and â(>0 and a

mapping <pt of a neighborhood of/ into fe. It is convenient to introduce the notation

M0(g)=0,

Mt(g) = max {\(Uk<g, Uk>g)\, 0 ú i < j Ú t}       (t > 0).
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The element/ satisfies M((/)=0 and

(1.9) II/-/H <2-M2-°4-2-14-...+2-!).

Ct, 8t and <pt are such that <pt(g) is defined for all g e íq with ||/t—g\\ + CtMt(g) < 8,

and such that <pt(g) for these elements g of £> satisfies Mtfa(g)) = 0 and \\g—(pt(g)\\

fkCtMt(g).
Observe that these inequalities imply q>t(ft)=fi.

Step t+l. We proceed to construct kt+1, fi+1, Ct+1, 8t+1 and <p(+1. In this

construction we shall deal with modifications g off and we shall assume without

mention that they will have the property

(1.10) 2-1 < U*» < 2.

This assumption will be justified later. For a modification g of/ and for an integer

k > kt let

«¿S) = - 11*11 -\Vk>g, Ukg),       M?(g) = max {\ai(g)\, 0 i i i t}

and

Xt(g) =g+ï az(g)Uk-k*g.
1 = 0

The dependence of a¡(g), M?(g), and xt(g) from k is suppressed in the notation,

because we will choose a fixed value of k later in the construction. We have to

consider the scalar products

(Uk<Xt(g), UkXt(g)) = (Uk<g, Ukg) + ai(g)(Ukg, Ukg)

(1.11) 4- 2 az(g)(Uk-k< + k>g, Ukg)+ 2 äa(g)(Uk<g, U2k-k*g)
t#i (7 = 0

+ 22 àa(g)a%(g)(Vk-k^g, U2k~k,g),
o = 0 1 = 0

and

(Uk<Xt(g), Uk>Xt(g)) = (Uk>g, Uk,g) + 2 atgW-^K'g, UkJg)
1 = 0

(1.12) + 2 â„(g)(Uk>g, Uk-ko+k,g)
cr = 0

4-2 2 àa(g)az(g)(Uk-k^g, Uk-k°*hg).
o=0*=0

Let

M* = max {| [/*/, U2k~kfi)\, \(Ukfi, Uk~k^k>ft)\, 0 i i,j, c i t}.

Observe that the first two terms on the right side of (1.11) cancel by our choice of

at(g). As U is an isometry the definitions of a¡(g) and M?(g) give

(1-13) \M?(g)\ i 1.
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The equations (1.10), (1.11), (1.12) and (1.13) now yield the following estimates:

(1.14)   \(Uk>xt(g), UkXt(g))\ =? tM?(g)Mt(g) + 2(t+Y)2M?(g)(M* + 4\\ft-g\)

and for kt < k¡

(1 15)   l(£/*%(f)' U"'X¿SW

ú Mt(g) + 2(t + l)(M?+4\\fi-g\)M?(g)+4(t + l)2M?(g)2.

It follows that

(1.16) Mt(Xt(g)) i Mt(g) + 2(t+l)(M?+4\\ft-g\\)M?(g)+4(t+l)2M?(g)2.

If g is such that

(1.17) \\ft-Xt(g)\\+CtMt(Xt(g)) < St

then we can find an element <pt(xt(g))=xlit(g) e í> with the properties

(1.18) Mt(Ug)) = 0   and    \\xt(g)-Hg)\\ è CtMt(Xt(g))-

The equations (1.10), (1.14), (1.16) and (1.18) yield the following estimate for

M?(Hg)Y-

M?(Mg)) í 4 max {\(Uk4t(g), U%(g))\, 0 ^ i ^ t}

í 4(max {\(Uk>xt(g), UkXt(g))\, Oíií t}+4\\xt(g)-Hg)\\)

Ú 4(tMt(g)Mt(g) + 2(t+ l)2(M?+4\\ft-g\\)M?(g)) + l6CtMt(Xt(g))

ï l6CtMt(g) + M?(g){4tMt(g) + $(t+l)2(M?+4\\fi-g\\)

+ 32(t+l)Ct(M?+4\\fi-g\\) + 64(t+l)2CtM?(g)}.

Clearly the same estimate holds for M?(xt(g)). We will show later that it is possible

to choose k such that the expression { } after the last inequality is smaller than 2"1,

and such that this remains true if g in { } is replaced by a modification occurring

later in the construction (such as ga\ g<2),... defined below). This k will be the

kt+i-

By induction we have Mt(ipt(g))=0. Applying the above estimates to g{0)=g,

gO+i>=^(g<»>) we find Mt(g™)=0 («^ 1) and therefore

(1.19) M?(g™) = M?(g),

(1.20) M?(g™) g l6CtMt(g) + 2-*M?(g),

(1.21) M?(g(n + 1)) g 2-lM?(gM)       (n ^ 1).

For each «=ï0 the estimate given for Mt(g(n+1)) is also an upper estimate for

Mt(xt(g{n)))- We shall show that the sequence gin) converges and that the construc-

tion does not break down at some stage, if k=kt+1 is selected appropriately. The

vector 95(+1(^) = limn_0Og(n) = limn_00 <pt(g) has then the required orthogonality
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property Mt+1fa+i(g))=0. We estimate the distance of the modification >pt(g)

of g from*:

\\Ug)-g\\ = \\g-xt(g)\\ + \\xt(g)-Hg)\\
(1.22) i2(t+l)Mt(g) + CtMt(Xt(g))

i CtMt{g)+M?(g){2(t+1)4-2(7+ l)Ct(Mí*+4|l/-*||)+4(/+ l)2CtM?(g)}.

Similarly, for w^l,

||?C!i)_p.(n + l)||

(1.23) "*      S       "
i M?(gn{2(t+ l) + 2(t+ l)Ct(Mt* + 4||/-^'||)4-4(i+ l)2QMt"fan%

For each nSrO the estimate given for ||g(n + 1)—g(n>|| is also an upper estimate for

!IXi(gCn))-g<n)ll- As long as we take care that 2_1< ||g(n>|| <2 holds for all n^O,

we may estimate { } in (1.22) and (1.23) from above by a fixed constant Dt. It

follows that g{n) converges (if the construction of all gM is possible and our various

assumptions do not break down at some stage), and that

\\g-9t+i(g)\\ =  2 lk<n,-£Cn + 1,ll = CtMt(g) + Dt 2 AW"')-
n = 0 n= 0

If we write kt+1 for k in the definition of at(g) we see that

(1.24) Mt+1(g) = max{Mt(g), \\g\\2M?(g)}.

Let Ct+1 = (64C(-r-8)A. Then (1.19)-(1.22) and (1.24) imply \\g-Mg)\\
i2-íCt+1Mt+1(g) and DtM?(g™)i2-<n + »Ct+1Mt+1(g) (n^O) and therefore

(1.25) \\g-?t+Ag)\\ S 2 \\g{n)-gln+"\\ = Ct+1Mt+1(g).
71=0

We now have to show that the construction actually works if g is sufficiently close

to/ and k = kt+1 is determined in such a way that M* and Mt(fi) are small enough.

We first introduce auxiliary constants: By (1.9) we have 2"1 < ||/|| <2. Determine

positive real numbers r¡t, pt and at with 0<ryt<l,0<p¡<2"<!+l)e, and 0 < at < 2 ~ 2pt

such that in the case M* < r¡t any he ¡q which satisfies

(1.26) \\h-fi\\ < Pt

and

(1.27) M?(h) < at

also satisfies

and

2-1 < ||A|| < 2,       \\fi-h\\ + QMt(h) < 8t

{AtMt(h) + S(t+l)2(Mt* + A\\fi-h\\) + 32(t+l)Ct(M?+A\\fi-h\\)

+ 6A(t + l)2CtM?(h)} <2"1.
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For such a choice of i?(, pt and at the number k does not have to be known. As U

has continuous spectrum, we have (Ukhx, h2) 'V 0 for all hly h2 e fe. It follows that

for any y >0 and for any finite system of vectors «liV and «2>(1 there are arbitrarily

large values of k for which \(UkhltV, «2,„)| <y and \(U2kh1¡v, «2i(l)| <y hold for all

values of v and p.. It is therefore possible to find a number k > kt such that M* < r¡t

and

(1.28) 8Ci+1Mf(/) < 2-«+2V

This k is now fixed and is called kt+1. It follows from Mt(fi)=0 and (1.28) that

there exists a number ßt>0 with ßt<2~ 1at such that for all g e § with

(1.29) [|/-g| < ft

the inequalities

(1.30) 32C/ + 1M((s) < at   and    16Ci+1Mf(g) < 2~\

are satisfied. We have then for such a g e fe the inequalities

MW») = M?(g) < at,

(1.31) Mt(g^) á 16CíM((g) + 2-1Mf(g) < at

and

(1.32) M,»^"*») ^ Mta(gin)) < at       (« ^ 1).

Using (1.30) and (1.25) we get

| ||g<»>_g(» + i>|| ^ Ct+1A/(+1(g) < 2-2a( + 2-2a( = 2-V
n= 0

Therefore each g(n) obtained in the construction satisfies || gw —fi \\<pt. Considering

this, (1.31) and (1.32) we see that each g(n) is an « satisfying (1.26) and (1.27).

Remember that estimates for Mta(g<-n + 1)) also are estimates for xt(gM), and esti-

mates for \\gin)-g(-n+1)\\ also are estimates for || g(n) - xt(g{n)) || • Therefore also each

Xt(gm) is an « satisfying (1.26) and (1.27). We have finally verified that for all g e fe

with (1.29) the assumptions made in the course of the construction remain satisfied

for all gin) and for all Xi(g(n))-

We define ft+1 by

(1.33) /(+i = «^if/O-

it follows from (1.28) that

(1.34) ¡|/+i-/|| è Ct+1Mt+x(fi) = C(+1||/||2M(a(/) < 2-<i+2>«(.
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Let 8t+1 = 2 fa. If g e§ satisfies ||/t+i-*||4-Cí+1M(+1(*)<8t+1 then we can

apply the construction and find gm=g, ga\ g<2),... because we have

liz-^'ll i ||/-/+1|| + ||/+1-g|| + 21||^-^+»ii
v = 0

=í 2-2at-|-||/+1-g||4-C(+1Af¡+1(*) < at< pt

and

Dt 2 M?(gw) é Ct+1Mt+x(g) <8t+1< at
v=0

so that each gw is an element h satisfying (1.26) and (1.27). Again the same esti-

mates hold for each xt(g(n))- The equations (1.9) and (1.34) imply

||/-/+1|| <2-M2-°+---+2-<i+1>).

We have thereby verified the induction hypothesis for í 4-1. By (1.34) the sequence

ft converges to an element/(£)e©. As/ satisfies M,(/)=0 for all rit the limit

/(e) satisfies (1.7). By (1.9) it also satisfies (1.6). The lemma and therefore also the

theorem are completely proved.    □

It seems clear that for a unitary operator U the construction can be modified

in such a way that a doubly infinite strictly increasing sequence (k¡, i e Z) and a

vector /(c) are obtained for which (Ukfi(€\ Ukifie)) = 0 (-cc<i,j<ao; i^j) and

ll/-/<E,||<e.

2. A characterization of weak mixing and discrete spectrum in terms of null-sets.

In this part of the paper we consider a measure preserving (m.p.) transformation

F of a probability space (Í2, !F, p.). T is said to have discrete spectrum if the iso-

metry UT in the complex Hubert space £2 = ß2(£2, !F, p.) given by UTf=f° T has

purely discrete spectrum, i.e. if the eigenvectors fie £2 span £2. F is said to be

weakly mixing if

(2.1) lim n-1 2 faT~kA n B)-p.(A)p.(B)\ =0       (A, Be&).
n_0O k = 0

T is weakly mixing if and only if the only eigenvectors / of UT are the constant

functions (see [8, p. 81] or apply Proposition 1.2 of this paper).

A sequence (Bk, k e Z + ) of ^"-measurable sets is called remotely trivial if the

intersection of the a-algebras ¡Sm (m^O) generated by {Bm+k, keZ+} contains

only sets of measure zero and their complements. A sequence (An, n ̂  0) of measur-

able sets is called mixing if, for all 5eF, limn^œ (p-(An n B)-p.(An)p.(B))=0.

Sucheston [18] has shown that (An) is mixing if and only if every subsequence of

(An) contains a remotely trivial subsequence. A short proof of Sucheston's result

has recently been given by Lee K. Jones [22].

Theorem 2.1. A m.p. transformation T of a probability space (O, ¿F, p.) is weakly

mixing if and only if for all Ae^ the sequence (T~nA, ne Z + ) contains a remotely

trivial subsequence.
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Proof. Let T be weakly mixing and let A e!F be given. Let «0 = 0. When «0 < nx

<•••<«( have been determined find a natural number «i+1>«t such that for k

= 0,...,t,
\p.(T'n'^A n T-nxA)-p(A)a\ < 2"'.

The sequence (At) = (T~ntA) satisfies

(2.2) lim (p.(At n Ak) - p.(At)p.(Ak)) = 0       (k è 0).
(-.00

It is known [18] that (2.2) implies that (At) is mixing. (The proof is a Hilbert space

argument similar to the proof of (c) => (d) in Proposition 1.2.) Thus (At) has a

remotely trivial subsequence (At¡, /^0) by Sucheston's theorem. (Att) is the desired

remotely trivial subsequence of (T~nA).

Next assume that T is not weakly mixing. If T is not ergodic, there exists a set

Ie3F with T~1I=I and 0</x(7)< 1. Then the sequence (T~nI) has no remotely

trivial subsequence. We may therefore assume that T is ergodic. Let /^ const, be

an eigenvector of norm 1 of UT and c+l the corresponding eigenvalue. The ergo-

dicity of T and the fact that UT is an isometry imply |c| = l and |/| = 1. If

y=(2ni)~1 loge is rational, we write y in the form y = rs~1 with (r, s)=l and

s^2. The sets At={w e Cl : (2-ttí)'1 log/(a>) e [(i— 1)j_1, is~1Q form a partition

of Í2 and we have T~1Ai = Ai^r(mods). Therefore the sequence (T'nAx) has no

remotely trivial subsequence. If y is irrational we define a measure A on the Borel-

sets 7i£[0, 1[ by X(B) = p.(A(B)) where A(B) = {œeCl : O/)"1 log/(cu) e B}. Let

Tyx=x+y (mod 1) (xe [0, 1[). We obtain T~ÍA(B)=A(T;1B), and this implies

that À is an invariant measure for Ty. Thus A must be the Lebesgue-measure. Let

A=A(B) for B=[0, %[. We claim that (T~nA) has no remotely trivial subsequence:

Let «o < «i < «2 < • • • be a strictly increasing sequence of nonnegative integers.

For some subsequence tx<t2< ■ ■ ■ of the integers the sequence (ak, k=l,2,...)

given by ak = ntky (mod 1) converges in [0, 1[, because the circle [0, 1[ (mod 1) is

compact. Let a he the limit. Ty~nB is the set Bn = {x e [0, 1[ : x + ny (mod 1) e B}.

Let 7ia={x e [0, 1[ : x+a (mod 1) e B}. We have A(7in<* ABa)^0 (k^ oo) and

therefore p(A(Ba) A T~ntkA)^0 (k -» oo). Therefore A(B") belongs (mod p.) to

each a-algebra Sm (mäO) generated by (T-"«>+*A, k^0). As p.(A(Ba)) = ± the

sequence (T~n'A, t^0) is not remotely trivial. As the sequence (nk) was arbitrary,

(T~nA) has no remotely trivial subsequence.    □

Before proceeding to the more difficult characterization of discrete spectrum,

we would like to discuss some ideas about mixing and weak mixing of transforma-

tions without finite invariant measure.

For some time it was not known how the property of mixing should be defined

for m.p. transformations of an infinite, a-finite measure space (Q, &, p.). As late as

1968 Krickeberg [11] began a survey paper on mixing in topological measure spaces

with the remark: "It has been known for some time that mixing transformations

in an abstract measure space cannot be defined in a reasonable way if the measure
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of the entire space is infinite." At approximately the same time Professor Sucheston

and the author [10] introduced the following definitions: A sequence (An, n^O) of

measurable sets is called semiremotely trivial (s.r.t.) if every subsequence contains

a further subsequence which is remotely trivial. A m.p. transformation F of a

CT-finite measure space (Í2, J^/x) is called mixing if (T'nA) is s.r.t. for all AeF

of finite measure. F is called completely mixing if (T~nA) is s.r.t. for all A e J*\

Sucheston's theorem implies that both notions coincide with strong mixing when

the measure space is finite. The notions proved useful in that they permitted

extensions of a number of well-known results on mixing in finite measure spaces.

However, we failed to point out explicitly that the notions have an intuitive

interpretation. I shall, therefore, now describe a heuristic motivation.

In infinite measure spaces "mixing" is a very weak property, equivalent to the

property "zero-type" of Hajian-Kakutani [2]: ß(T~nA nB)->0 for all A,Be&

with finite measure. This only means that sets of finite measure are mapped in such

a way that a given set of finite measure finally contains proportionally the right

amount, namely, asymptotically nothing. The interest in this notion derives from

the fact that it permits a generalization of the Blum-Hanson theorem.

Complete mixing is a rather strong mixing property, and it corresponds well to

what intuition asks for: Finduces a transformation Jin the space of finite measures

<p on (O, ¡F) by T<p(A) = <p(T~1A). We may interpret i/>asa mass distribution in O

and Trp as the distribution of the mass after transportation by T. Let fix and p2

be probability measures absolutely continuous with respect to fi. We may think of

Px and p.2 as distributions of a unit mass of red, resp. blue, paint in Q. T is com-

pletely mixing if and only if for all such fix, P2,

(2.3) Tfa(A) - T"p2(A) -* 0       (Ae &).

(2.3) means that after some time every set A contains approximately as much red

paint as it contains blue paint, independent of where we placed the paint at the

start. Of course for sets A of finite measure, (2.3) will often be true because Tnfix(A)

and Tnp2(A) tend to zero. But in general Tnp-x(A) does not converge. An oscillation

theorem of Mrs. Dowker [1, Theorem 3] even implies that there always exist sets

A e !F for which even the Cesàro averages of Tnp(A) diverge. It was shown in [10]

that complete mixing in infinite measure spaces even implies that the convergence

(2.3) is uniform in A. This is more than is true for finite measure spaces.

Another intuitive interpretation is as follows: Let v be a probability measure

equivalent to fi: v«fi«v. T is completely mixing if and only if for all A e F,

(2.4) lim (v(T'nA n B)-v(T-nA)v(B)) = 0       (Be3F).
n-*co

We see that complete mixing, just like strong mixing in a finite measure space, is

an asymptotic independence property. The remarkable fact that the validity of

(2.4) is independent of the particular choice of v follows from Sucheston's theorem

—but it can also be established directly by using the Radon-Nikodym theorem.
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Rényi [16] had already observed that the statement lim„^OT v(An n B) = av(B)

{B e IF) remains valid when v is replaced by an equivalent probability measure.

But he was only interested in the case where the limit exists.

We hope that these remarks suffice to show that the definitions in [10] are

"reasonable".

It is now tempting to use the characterization of weak mixing given in Theorem

2.1 as a definition of weak mixing in infinite measure spaces. However, we do not

believe that such a definition would be reasonable. Our characterization is not

valid for arbitrary sequences of sets: Call a sequence (An, «^0) of measurable

sets in a probability space (Cl, &, p.) weakly mixing if

(2.5) lim n-^f \p.(An n B)-p.(An)p.(B)\ = 0       (Tie J^).
n-»oo fc = o

It can be seen as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that a weakly mixing sequence (An)

contains a remotely trivial subsequence. But the converse is not true. There exist

sequences (An) which contain a remotely trivial subsequence, but are not weakly

mixing. The validity of (2.5) remains unchanged if p. is replaced by an equivalent

measure. This follows from the Radon-Nikodym theorem and was also pointed

out by Rényi [16] in the case where p-(An) converges. It follows that weak mixing

for sequences of sets can be characterized in terms of the null sets of the measure

space. A rather inelegant characterization can be given as follows: A strictly

increasing sequence {nk, keZ+} is said to have positive lower density if

&_1|{«i : 0 ^ «j ^ k}\ does not converge to zero. A sequence (An,neZ+) is

weakly mixing if and only if for every strictly increasing sequence {nk} of positive

lower density the sequence (A„k, k e Z+) contains a remotely trivial subsequence.

We leave the proof to the reader. We mention that England and Martin [21] have

given a characterization of weak mixing in terms of null sets. Like our characteriza-

tion in Theorem 2.1 it holds only for transformations and not for arbitrary

sequences of sets.

It seems natural to call a m.p. transformation T of a tr-finite measure space

(Cl, !F, p) weakly mixing if for some probability measure v equivalent to /z (and

hence for all such measures) each sequence (T~nA) (A e&) is weakly mixing in

(Cl, ¡F, v). It is not difficult to show that a sequence (An) of sets in a probability

space (Cl, IF, p.) is weakly mixing if and only if

(2.6) lim«"1 "f \vx(An)-V2(An)\ =0
n->» k = 0

for all pairs of probability measures »u v2«p.. Therefore T in (Cl, F, ß) is weakly

mixing if and only if

(2.7) lim «-1 *f \p.x(T-«A)-p.2(T-«A)\ = 0
»-"*> k = 0
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for all A e !F and all probability measures fix, fi2«fi. This gives an interpretation

of weak mixing which is analogous to (2.3). Mrs. Dowker has already used (2.7)

(with TnA instead of T~nA) as a definition of weak mixing in some unpublished

work.

Using her Theorem 4 in [1] and the fact [9] that there exist ergodic invertible

m.p. transformations F of an infinite measure space for which Tx T is ergodic,

she proved the existence of invertible weakly mixing transformations preserving

an infinite measure. This is quite striking when it is compared with Theorem 3.1

in [10] which implies that completely mixing m.p. transformations in an infinite,

CT-finite measure space necessarily are noninvertible. The notions of complete mixing

as in (2.3) and (2.7) carry over to contractions in fij. In this setting they have re-

cently been studied in the thesis of Dr. M. Lin.

Let us now consider the announced characterization of transformations with

discrete spectrum.

If (55 is a set of measurable functions, the smallest a-algebra with respect to which

all fie © are measurable is called the o-algebra generated by © and denoted by

cj(@). We shall need the following theorem, which is of independent interest.

Theorem 2.2. Let T be a m.p. transformation of a probability space (D, &, p.)

and let @ be the set of eigenvectors of the isometry UT. Then &2fa, &((£), p) is spanned

by © and afa) is an invariant sub-o-algebra of' J*'.

Proof. Let @1={/e® : |/| = 1}. We first show <t(@1) = <t(@). As UT is an iso-

metry each eigenvalue has absolute value 1. It follows that for fie © the sets

(2.8) fa e a : Ul i |/| < a2}       (0 i ax < a2)

are invariant. Invariant sets belong to o(®x), since lA— 1A« e ©j if A is invariant.

For any/e ©, o-({/}) is generated by sets of the form (2.8) together with sets of the

form

(2.9) fa e a : \fifa)\ + 0, ßy i Arg f fa) i ß2}       (-77 < ßy < ß2 i n).

On the invariant set {fi¥=0} the set in (2.9) coincides with

fa : l/HI # 0,ßx i Arg (l/HI-VH) i ß2}.

Hence a({f})ça(@x) and therefore <7(®) = <7(®1).

Let K be the complex circle {z : \z\ = 1}. Let g be a real-valued continuous func-

tion on K. The Stone-Weierstrass Theorem [6, p. 98] implies that for each e>0

there exist an n e N and 2n4-l complex numbers ak (—nikin) such that

|2ï=-n tikzk—g(z)\ <e (zeK). Applying this result to m continuous functions

gi, ■■ -,gm on K we find that for every e > 0 there exists an n and a matrix {aik, i=l,

..., m; \k\iri} such that

(2.10) \gi(zi)g2(z2)- ■ -gm(zm)-(I axkzly ■ -Œ amkzkm)\ < e
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for (zx, ...,zm)e K". (2.10) implies for A, ...,fme <gu

(2.11) gl(fl)-gÁfi)- ■ -gm(fm)- (2 «Ifci/Í1 ) • ■ • (2 amfcm/m"')< e.

For each choice ofku..., km the function/*!-/^. • •/*>» belongs to @!, because the

product of two eigenfunctions is an eigenfunction. As £>0 was arbitrary (2.11)

implies that the Hilbert space spanned by (&x contains \~[T=igi(fi) for arbitrary

continuous g¡(l S i Um) on K. It then also contains n™=i lsf °/for arbitrary Borel

subsets Bt (1 ̂ i^m) of K. ©j therefore spans 22(Cl, <r(@), /n).

It remains to prove T~1o(Q£) = o((&) mod p.. Let fie®, UTf=af and let Ti be a

Borel subset of the complex plane. Then we have

r-x{o) : /(o>) e B} = {o. : /(«>) ea-^B}

and a'1B={z : az e Ti} is a Borel set of the complex plane. Hence T~1a(®)ç.o(®).

Assume T " M®) ^ ct(©) mod ¿i. Then there is an n ̂  0 in the orthogonal complement

of 22(Cl, r_1<7(©), p.) in S2(ß, ct(@), p.). Uxh belongs to the orthogonal complement

of fia(ß, T-"-1^®), P-) in fia(£2, T~k<j(®), p.) for fc£0. Thus the vectors i/£« are

orthogonal. This is impossible since UT has purely discrete spectrum in

22(Cl,o(&),p.).    D

Lemma 2.1. Let Tbe an ergodic m.p. transformation of a probability space (Cl, 3F, p.)

and let F0 be a sub-o-algebra of F with T ~ 1^) = F0 (mod p.) and FQ^F (mod p.).

Then there exists a set A e F with 0<p.(A)<l such that p.(A n B) = p.(A)p.(B)

for all BeF0.

Proof. Let p.(A\F0) denote the conditional probability of A under F0, i.e.

p,(A\F0) is defined mod p. by the requirements that it is J^-measurable and that

j:
p.{A\F0) dp. = p.{A nB)       {BeF0).

For each finite partition $ = {AX,. ■ -, An} of Í2 into J^-measurable sets we define

m{{j) = max{p.(Ai\F0), 1 ̂ /'^«}. If 77 is a partition which is finer than £ we have

m(i|)á/íi(f). Let m(F) = inf{m(Ç), f = finite partition}. The infimum is taken in the

space 2x(Cl, F0, p.). It follows from T~1F0=F0 that p.(A\F0) oT=p.{T-1A\F0)

for all A eF. This implies m(F) o T=m(F), and now it follows from the ergo-

dicity of T that m(F) is T-invariant. F^F implies m(F)< 1. The lemma now

follows from Rohlin's theorem on cross-sections [17], if (Cl, F, p.) is a Lebesgue

space. It was pointed out by Hanen and Neveu [4] (see also Neveu [15, Theorem 2])

that the relevant construction in §4 of [17] can also be carried out if Cl is not a

Lebesgue space. In that case one has to work with conditional measures p.(A\F0)

instead of measures p,c defined on the fibers induced by the partition (in the sense

of [17]) F0.
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(m(F) = const. < 1 means the following in the context of [17]: if m(F) = 0, each

measure fiC is nonatomic and for every a with 0 < a < 1 there is a set A with p(A) = a

and p.(A nB)=fi(A)p(B) (BeF0). If m(F) = a>0 then each measure p.c has a

largest atom of size a. We may pick an atom of size a from each fiber C in such a

way that the union A is immeasurable.)

Theorem 2.3. Let T be an ergodic m.p. transformation of a probability space

(Q, F, fi). T has discrete spectrum if and only if there exists no Ae!F with 0<p.(A)

< 1 for which the sequence (T~nA, n e Z+) has a remotely trivial subsequence.

Proof. First assume that F has discrete spectrum. Then the orbit (U%fi k e Z+)

of each/e S2 is conditionally norm-compact. (To see this just write/in the form

2i°=i C¡/, where the/ are normalized eigenvectors and 2i°=i |Cj|2<oo.) Let AeF

and a subsequence «x < n2 < ■ ■ ■ of the integers be given. There exists a subsequence

fai) of («j) for which the sequence U^\A converges in S2. It necessarily converges

to an indicator function lx with p,(X) = p.(A). p(T'm'A A X)-+0 implies that X

belongs to every a-algebra ¡Sm (m^O) generated by (T~niA,j^m). Thus (T~n>A) can

be remotely trivial only if fi(A) = 0 or p.(A)=l. Note that we have not used the

ergodicity of F for this part of the proof.

Next assume that F does not have discrete spectrum. Theorem 2.2 implies that

the a-algebra ofa) generated by the set (£ of eigenvectors of UT is not the full

t7-algebra F. By Lemma 2.1 there exists a set A e F with 0 < p.(A) < 1 such that A

is independent of all B e ofa). The function f= p.(Ac)lA—fi(A)lA° is orthogonal to

all eigenvectors of UT. Proposition 1.2 implies (U^fif)^^ 0, and from this we get

lim n-1 2 \f-(T-kA n A)-p.(A)2\ = 0.
n->co k = 0

The sequence (T~nA,n^0) is therefore a weakly mixing sequence of sets and

contains a remotely trivial subsequence.    □

In [12] Kusnirenko has studied the following concept of entropy for sub-

sequences: For a finite partition £ of Í2 and a strictly increasing subsequence {tn}

of the integers let

hltn)(T, £) - lim sup n-1 H^J-'A

hUn)(T) = sup {hltn)(£, T), £ = finite partition}.

Here //(•) is the usual entropy of a partition, and V/f=i T~l'£ is the common re-

finement of the partitions T~l>£ (1 iiin). Using the invariant hUn)(T) it was pos-

sible to distinguish between transformations, for which all known isomorphy

invariants were the same. Kusnirenko has proved the following theorem :

Theorem 2.4 [12]. F has discrete spectrum if and only if hUn)(T)=0 for each

strictly increasing {tn}.
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(Kusnirenko deals only with invertible transformations, but this theorem carries

over to the noninvertible case without additional difficulties.) The "only if" part

of the theorem is an immediate consequence of the compactness of the orbits

Urf. If Fis ergodic the "if" part follows from Theorem 2.3. (If (T~miA) is remotely

trivial, one can select a further subsequence (T~*'A) such that for an arbitrarily

small given ei+1>0 the inequality \fi(T~l' + iA n B)—fi(A)fi(B)\ <ei+1 holds for all

sets B in the field generated by the sets T~liA (j=l,..., i).) It is easy to give

examples which show that Theorem 2.3 would be false without the assumption of

ergodicity. However, it seems likely that in the nonergodic case Theorem 2.3 can

be modified in such a way that Theorem 2.4 would follow from it. It seems that F

does not have discrete spectrum if and only if there exists a F-invariant set / of

positive measure for which there exists an A^I with 0<p(A)<p(I) such that

(T~nA) has a remotely trivial subsequence in the restriction of (Í2, F, p.) to I.

Our aim has not been to give an alternative proof of Kusnirenko's result; therefore

we have not further pursued this possible extension.

3. Weakly independent partitions. Let F be an invertible m.p. transformation,

(i.e. an automorphism), of a probability space (Í2, F, p,). A partition (of Í2) is a

finite collection of disjoint J^-measurable sets, the union of which is Í2. Finitely

many partitions £x = {Axi, ■ ■ -, ^i,ni}> ■ • ■> £r={An, • • -, ^r,n,} are called indepen-

dent if for all (ix, i'a, • ■ ■, ir) with 1 i i¡ i «, (j= 1,..., r) the equation

(3.1) fi(r\Au\=f\fi(Aul)
\i = i !      \i=x

holds. Infinitely many partitions are called independent if every finite subset of

them is independent. A partition £={Ax,. ■., An} is called weakly independent if

there exists a strictly increasing sequence 0 = k0 < kx < k2 < ■ ■ ■ of nonnegative

integers such that the partitions T~"<£ (i=0, 1,...) are independent. Recall that F

was called 2-sided weakly mixing if for all A, B, CeF,

(3.2) lim «-1 2 \fi(T-kAnBn TkC)-p(A)fi(B)p.(C)\ = 0,
n-»00 fc = 0

and that F is called weakly mixing if (3.2) holds for all A, B e F and for C= £2.

Theorem 3.1. (a) IfiT is 2-sided weakly mixing there exists for every partition

£ = {Ax,..., An} and every e>0 a weakly independent partition £ = {Alt..., An} with

(3.3) 2 t*4i AÄ)<e
¡ = i

and

(3.4) fi(Ai) = fi(Ai)       (1 = 1,...,»).

(b) If for every partition £ = {A, A0} (A e IF) and every e > 0 there exists a partition

£={A, Ac} with p.(A A A)<e and three integers k0, klf k2 such that Tko£, Tki£,

Tkz£ are independent, then T is weakly mixing.
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Proof, (b) We start with the much simpler proof of part (b) : If T is not ergodic,

there exists an invariant set E e F with 0 < p.{E) < 1 and it is clear that there is an

e > 0 such that for no kx > 0 and E with p.(E A E) < e the partitions 77 = {E, Ec}

and Tkir¡ can be independent. Thus T is ergodic.

If T is not weakly mixing there exists a complex number c# 1 with |c| = 1 and a

measurable complex valued function/on £2 with |/| = 1 such that/o T=cf.

lfy = (2m)~1 log c is rational, we write y in the form y = rs~1 with (r, s)=l and

i^2. Then the sets

(3.5) AK = {a> e Cl : (2-rri)-1 log./» e [(/-1)*"1, is^Vj

form a partition of Cl and we have T~1Ai = Ai.r{mois). Therefore the sets At move

cyclically under T and it is clear that there cannot exist sets A arbitrarily close to

A=Ax having the property that at least for one k>0 the equality p.(A n TkA)

= p.(A)2 is satisfied.

Next we consider the case where y is irrational. For any Borel set Tic [0, 1 [ define

AB = {ojeCl: (2m)-1 log/(w) e Ti}   and   X(B) = p.(AB).

Let Tyx=x+y (mod 1) (x e [0, 1[). We obtain T~1AB = AT-iB, and this implies

that A is an invariant measure for Ty. Thus A must be the Lebesgue-measure.

Let J=[0, 1/10[, £=1/10000 and A = A,. If Je F is such that p.(A t\J)<e

and 0<kx<k2 are such that A, TkiA, Tk^A are independent, then we get

1/100-2* < p.(InTk'I) < l/100+2e

and hence

(3.6) l/100-4e < p.(A n Tk>A) < l/100+4e       (i = 1, 2).

Similarly we get

(3.7) l/100-4e < p,(TkiA O Tk2A) < l/100 + 4e.

The considerations above now imply

(3.8) |A(7 n T;k'J)-1/100] < 4e      {i = 1, 2)

and

(3.9) | X(Ty kiJ n rr- k2j) -1/1001 < 4e.

Since / is an interval and A(7) = l/10 the equations (3.8) and (3.9) cannot be

simultaneously satisfied.    □

For the proof of part (a) we require the following elementary lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Let T — {ypa) (p = l, ..-,/•; o=l,..., s) be a matrix with real

entries such that

(3.10) 2 Yp. = 0   (1 á o è s)   and    ¿ 7pa = 0   (1 á P ú r).
0 = 1 17 = 1
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Then   there  exists  a  unique  matrix  (r¡Av)  (1 iXir— 1, 1 ivis— 1)  such   that

r = 2rA=\ 2Î-Î ^avAAv where AAv is the matrix (8$) (liiir, 1 ijis) given by

8j? = 1 (i - A,; = v), (i = X+IJ = v+1),

= -1        (i = X,j = v+l),(i = A4-l,y = v),

= 0 otherwise.

The coefficients tiäv in this representation satisfy

(3.11) max |riAv| i min (2srs, 2rsr) max |yflff|.
A,V 0,<7

Sketch of proof. Let tju=yU) then r' = T—t^A11 is a matrix (y^,ff) with the

property (3.10) and with yi,.=0. Next let r\x2=y'i2 and r" = r'--n12A12. Now we

have yïi = 0 and y\2=0. Successively reduce the elements of the first row to zeros,

then start with the second row, etc. This proves the existence of the representation

and the same argument yields the uniqueness: just observe that ryn has to be yn

since SAï = 0 for all A, v except A= 1, v=l. Then we see that r¡12 has to be y'12, etc.

To prove (3.11) with min (2srs, 2rsr) replaced by 2rsr assume that some e>0 is a

bound for the elements \ypa\- Then (s—l)e is a bound for the elements |ti1v|.

If e; is a bound for the elements |t;;v|, then 2(s— l)ej+e is a bound for the elements

h/+i,v| by our construction. Induction and the remark that the role of rows and

columns can be interchanged yield (3.11).    □

(a) We now turn to the proof of part (a). Let F be 2-sided weakly mixing and

let £>0 and a partition £={Alt. .., An} of £2 be given. We construct a partition

£={Ax,..., An} with fi(Ai)=fi(Äi) and 2?= i fi(¿t A At) < e, and a sequence

0=k0<kx< • ■ ■ of integers such that the partitions Tk°£, Tki£, Tk*£,... are inde-

pendent. (In the definition of weak independence of £ independence of the partitions

T~k'£ is required. This seems natural in view of the relation to weakly wandering

vectors. Proving independence of Tk>£, however, saves many minus signs in the

proof. As Fis invertible the same construction can be applied to F"1, to prove the

theorem as stated.) Clearly we may assume that «^2 and that the sets AK have

strictly positive measure.

Let a>0 be such that fi(At)>a (i= 1,..., «). Let B„ (liijin, i^j) he sets of

positive measure such that

(3.12) Bt, £ At,       Bti nBik = 0 (j ft k),       p(A\\Jt B>) > a>

and

(3.13) fi{\jBtij<e.

The desired weakly independent partition £ will be constructed inductively. We

start with £^={Ax°\ ..., A(°>} = £ and k0 = 0. After the ith step of the construction

we have determined kt and an approximation £(i) = {Af,..., Af} of £ in such a way

that the partitions Tko£«\ Tki£m,..., Tkt£m are independent.
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We shall specify disjoint sets D^^BtJ\\J\zl D\f and A?+1> will be obtained from

Af by

(3.14) A¡t + 1) = (A? u U £y$+1))\ U A" + 1).

For D\f we may take the empty set.

It will be convenient to consider also subpartitions, i.e. collections of finitely

many disjoint ^"-measurable sets. (Their union is not necessarily the whole space

Cl.) The most important subpartition is i*={Af,..., A*}, where A*=Ai\\sJj¿i Btj.

The refinement #! V 02 V • • • V 9P of p subpartitions 0j = {Ejl,..., EJilt} (1 ikjikp)

is the subpartition consisting of the sets 2?1>Al n 7f2¡Á2 rv • -n EPtKp (l^Ay^/y,

1 ̂ j^p). We shall say that 9x V • ■ • V 9P has positive atoms on Fe F when all sets

Fn f?1>Al rv • -n Ep¡Áp have positive measure. We denote the maximal common

lower bound for the measure of all these sets by l(F n (0j v ■ • ■ v 0P)).

We shall carry out the construction in such a way that for fixed / the measure of

all sets D$ (i¥=j) is the same. Since the sets D{$ (t=0, 1,...) are disjoint we obtain

(3.15) p.(A?) = p.(At)       (i=l,...,n;t^0)

from (3.14). It will now be sufficient to show that we can find kt+1 0 = 0) and sets

Df}+1) as above such that Tko?t+1\ Tki?t+1\ ..., T*t+i£«+1> are independent. The

partition | can then be defined by Zi=limi_00 A¡n where the limit is taken in the

metric space of all equivalence classes of measurable sets with the metric d(F, G)

=p.(F A G). The equations (3.13) and (3.15) imply (3.3) and (3.4).

In the course of the construction of the sets D\tj+1) we shall need auxiliary sets

Bfl and C\f (/*/) with

(3.16) B¡? 2 CJP 2 D\f

and partitions xt and i/>t. They are determined in the tth step of the construction.

We start with xo = >l'o = {Q}- Let B\f=C$ he subsets of BiS, all having the same

positive measure b0 > 0.

The numbers k0<kx< ■ ■ ■ <kt will be determined in such a way that

(3.17) l(cir\   y   Tk^*\ £ a2t + 1,

where, for simplicity, we set k-z = —kz (t^O). For t^l the partitions 4>t and xt are

defined by

(3.18) W = TkÁ   V     TH*\
\z=-t + l I

(3.19) <pf = T-*t(   V    Tk<{*) = T~2ki>pt+,
\i=-t+i /

(3.20) & = 4>t+ v fc-,

(3.21) x» - Xt-x V 0,.
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We shall also have

(3.22) 0 < inf {/((CgW) n Xt) : 1 i i,j in,i* j}.

The infimum on the right side of (3.22) is denoted by ct. The sets C\f will be such

that the union Cm = {Ju Qf has disjoint images Tk<Cm (t=0, ...,t). The number

mt of atoms of </>t+is «2t_1 and the number nt of atoms of xt is n2'2. We are now

ready to describe step t +1 of the construction (/ 2:0) :

Step t+l. First determine a positive number éí+1 <c( so small that

(3.23) (í4-l)8(«V>í+1)2 < ait + 2bt+x-

By (3.22) the atoms of (C^Dfl) n Xt have measure greater than bt+1 and we can

pick 5{5+1,ç C¡f\D\f such that B¡tj+V contains from each atom of xt a set of measure

bt+1.-LetB«+» = UuB¡fa\
Next determine a number ai+1>0 such that

(3.24) 2n + 3«(í+1)n+í + 2aí+1 < bt+1ait + 2.

As the partitions £U),..., Tk'£m are independent and as Fis 2-sided weakly mixing,

there exists an integer kt+1>kt such that

(3.25) fi(r\TKA%>)-fÍfi(AO
\l = 0 /      t = o

< o,+ 1       (1 iizin,r i t+l)

and

(3.26) fi(Tk*B« + » n Tkt + iBit + 1)) < 2p.(B« + 1))2       (0 i r i t)

and

(3.27) W» n (Xt v &+1)) ^ 2-'bt+1ait+2      (i + j)

and

(3.28) l(o. n V Tk<£*\ ̂  ait+2.

We shall now shrink the sets B¡tj+1) a little in order to obtain disjointness of the

images. Let

(3.29) C(t + 1> = 7J(t+1)\F-fc«+i((J Tk<Btt+1) n Tkt*iBa+1'>\.

The set Ä(!+1) is a subset of C(i>. Therefore the sets Ffc.5(t+1) (r=0,..., i) are dis-

joint. Together with (3.29) we find that the sets Tk'Ca+1) (Oirit+l) are disjoint.

The sets C#+1) are defined by

(3.30) C#+1) = £,«.+1)nC(i+1).

It follows from (3.26) and (3.29) that

(3.31) fi(B« + 1\C« + 1)) < 2(t+l)fi(B« + 1))2 = 2(t+l)(n2ntbt+x)2.
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Thus, (3.23) and (3.27) imply

(3.32) /(C((, + 1) n (Xt v &+1)) i 4-1bt+1a»+2      (i * j).

If we define D\ti+1) in such a way that it is a subset of C\]+1) then the sets

Tk'D\t)+1) (0^T¿r+l) are disjoint, too, and we obtain from (3.14) for arbitrary

0'o> • • ■, /'i+i) e {1, 2,..., «},+2 the equation

(3.33) Jn 7-MjH = J H T*,A%) + 2 Ä,(i0, ■ • -, h+i)
\J = 0 / \l = 0 /       ,7 = 0

where

Ra(h, ■ ■ -, h+i)

(3.34)

Let

= 2^7)^1>n    O   rMíf)-2MÍ^7)«y>n    n   Tk<A?f).

(3.35) y(i0,..., it+ x) = AH T*,A%) -fl KÄif).

It will now be sufficient to pick the sets Z)S'+1)çC{î+1) in such a way that

(3.36) /x(T>iî+1)) = fW")       ('#/)

and

i+i■2
o = 0

(3.37) y(/0,..., it+1) = - 2 RÁ'o, ■■■, h+i)

for all (i'o, ..., i(+i) and such that enough space is left in the atoms of xt+i

= XfV^i+i on each C¡tí + 1}\D[tj+1) for the construction to be continued.

It follows from the independence of the sets T^Aff (Ofír^t) that the numbers

y(/'o,..., /t+i) satisfy the equations

(3.38) 2   V('o,.--,h,it+i) = 0
¡( + i = i

and

(3.39) 2 î-îr('«.4U = o.
l0 = lil = l     if=l

Let us assume that the (/+ l)-tuples (i0,..., it) (ISh^n) are written down in a

lexicographical order. Let tt(p) denote the (t+l)-tuple (i'0)..., it) which appears

on the pth place of this list. (Of course the mapping n depends on t and should be

denoted by nt. But since we describe only step (t +1) of the construction, it will not

lead to confusion, if the index t is dropped. We shall tacitly use this policy con-

cerning other symbols.)
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By (3.38) and (3.39) we can apply Lemma 3.1 to the matrix T = (ypa) given by

ypa=yfap), a) G° = l) 2,..., r=nt + 1; a=l,.. .,s=n). We obtain a representation

r-ls-1
Av(3.40) r = 2 2 v^a

A = lv=l

By (3.25) we have maxfl>ff |y(77(p), o)\ <at+i. This and (3.11) imply

(3.41) max |t,Av| < 2Vt+1%+1.
A,v

The matrix (ypa) represents the "errors", i.e. the deviations from independence,

which occur at this stage of the construction. We have represented the error

matrix as a sum of error-matrices of a very special form. The components of this

sum will now be corrected individually.

For each pair (A, v) with liXir—l, livin-l we shall pick sets Eti(X,v)

£C#+1)(/V7')ina way described below. All these sets will be disjoint. (For example

pick F,/l, 1) first, then pick Fw(l, 2) in C((j+1)\F¡X1, 1), etc. There will always be

enough space left over for picking the next set EU(X, v).) Having picked all sets

Etj(X, v) we define F>i$+1)by

(3.42) Dg+»= UU Et,(X,v).
A=lv=l

We shall pick the sets FW(A, v) in such a way that for fixed (A, v) the sets F(/A, v)

have the same measure for all pairs (i,j) with 1V7 and such that for all atoms F

of the subpartition Xt V <¡>t+1 tne measure of Etj(X, v) n F is the same. Moreover

Etj(X, v) shall be contained in the union of the atoms of Xt+i=XtV>l't-

Before proceeding with the specification of the sets we show that these properties

of the sets FW(A, v) imply (3.36) and

(3.43) Ra(i0,..., it+1) = 0       (0 i a i t; 1 i iz i n(0 i r i t+l)).

The equation (3.36) follows from the disjointness of the sets Etj(X, v). Let us check

(3.43) for <7=1: We have

-fviOoj • • •> h, h+i)

(3.44) = 2 K-DS&" n Tko-kiA% n Tk2~kiA% n- • -n Tkt+i~kiA^+1)
i*ii

- 2 KDfxt^ n Tko-kiA% n Tk*~kiA%n- • -n Tkt^-kiA¡^+1).

This is equal to the same expression with all Af replaced by Af because the sets

Fj/A, v) are contained in the union Ut+1 of the atoms of xt+i- The intersection of

Etj(X, v) with eft + 1) nG has the same measure for each atom G of

(3.45) Tko~ki£* v Tk2~ki£* V • • • V Tkt + i~ki£*

because these atoms are unions of atoms of xtV^rn and because for each G the

number of atoms of Xt V </>t++1 occurring in the union is the same. It follows that to
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each term in the first sum of (3.44) there corresponds an equally large term in the

second sum. This proves (3.43) for cr=l. For <r=0, 2,..., r the proof of (3.43) is

essentially the same.

For short let X„ denote the set TkoA% n T^Afl C\-n Tk*A^ for which

7r(p) = (/0,..., it). Then the definition (3.34) of 7?t+1 has the form

Rt+i(ir(j>), i't+l)

(3-46)       =  2 Km?i"T-^xj-  2 KCÄ^r-*.«ij.
i*U+i i*U + i

Let (A, v) with l^A^r—1, l^v^n—l be given.

Case 1. r/Av^0. For f=v,y=v+l pick Fiy(A, v)sCg+1) nl/1+1 such that

(3.47) ^„(A, v) n T~k^iXx) = ,Xw

(3.48) ^A v) n r-*t«Jrp) = 0       (p =4 A)

and such that p.(Eij(X, v) n T~kt+iX0 n F) is the same for all atoms F of x¡ V </>t++1.

For i=v +l,y=v pick £iy(A, v)çC,(S+1) n(/ltl such that

(3.49) /x(£i7.(A, ») n r-*« + i*x+1) = t?Av,

(3.50) p.(Eij(X, v) n r-fc1 + i^) = 0       (P ¿ X+l)

and such that fi(£y(À, v) n r_,c'tilui n T) is the same for all atoms F of

X*V&++i.
For all other pairs (/',/) with 1 ¿i,j^n, i+j pick £y(A, k)çC|| + 1) n Ut+1 such

that p.(Eij(X, v)) = r;Av and such that p.(Eij(X, v) n G) is the same for all atoms G of

Xt+i-
Case 2. r?Av<0. For i=i/,y=v+l pick Fiy(A, i»)£Cg+1) ^ A+i such that

lu(Ti'y(A,v)nr-fc«+iJSrA+i)= hAv|,

M(Tfiy(A, v) n T-k'^Xp) = 0       0» # A+l)

and such that p.(Eij(X, v) n F'^ + iA^+i n F) is the same for all atoms Fof x¡ Vi/>¡++1.

For z=v + l,7 = v pick Fiy(A, v)cC¡(y+1) n £7t+1 such that

p.{Eli{X,v)nT-kt^XA) = |^v|,

/x(£ij(A,,)nr-k-1Ip) = 0       (p/A)

and such that /¿(Fiy(A, y) n r_fci + iZA n F) is the same for all atoms Fof xt V&+i-

For all other pairs (/,/) with l^i, y'á«, i^j pick Fiy(A, i/)çC^+1) n Ut+1 such

that p.(Eij(X, v))= \t]Kv\ and such that p.(Eij(X, v) n G) is the same for all atoms G of

Xt+i-

This completes the definition of the sets Fiy(A, v) and therefore of the sets Df¡+1).

Let us make sure that the sets needed for picking Fiy(A, v) have been large enough :

We have picked (r—1)(«- l)^«(t+1)-« sets Fiy(A, v), each of them having measure

|ijAv|. From (3.41) and (3.24) we get

(3.51) M¿>í' + 1>) Ú n-nt + 1-2n-nu + 1)nat+x < 2-3bt+1ait + 2.
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On the other hand (3.32) says that each atom G of Xt+1 intersects C((' + 1) in a set of

measure greater or equal to A~1bt+1ait + 2. It follows that the construction is pos-

sible and that

(3.52) /((C8+1W") n Xt+1) è 2-3bt+1a^2.

This is condition (3.22) with t replaced by t+l.

It remains to verify (3.37), which in view of R0 = Rx = ■ ■ ■ =Rt = 0 now is equiva-

lent to

(3.53) -Rt+1(/0, • • • » h+1) = y('o, ■■■, h+1)-

Let us write it+i = u and (/'0,..., it)=Tr(ff). Then we have

-Rt+1(io,..-, it+i) = 2 (M^+1) n r-^.^-^C« n T-^^Xe))

= *z{^(fi(Em(X,v)nT-k>^Xe)-fi(Evu(X,v)nT-k^iXe))X.
A,v  \vïu J

The expression inside { } is denoted by j89iU(A, v). This quantity is now determined

for fixed (A, v) with l^A^n-1, livin-l:

Case 1. t?Av = 0.

(a) 6=X, u = v. Forf^M-H we have

fi(Em(X, v) n T-k'^Xe) = fi(Em(X, v) n T~k^Xe)

so that all terms of the sum which correspond to vj^u+l cancel. The term corre-

sponding to v = u+1 =v+ 1 is tiAv — 0 by (3.47) and (3.50). Thus ße,ufa ")=i»r

(b) 8 = X+ 1, u = v. As before the terms for v^u+1 cancel. The equations (3.48)

and (3.49) yield j3Sitt(A, v)= -riAv.

(c) 6=X, u=v+l. Only the term with v = v=u— 1 remains. (3.50) and (3.47)

give ßBiU(X, v) = 0-r¡^= -TiAv.

(d) Ö=A+1, u=v+l. Again only the terms with v=v=u—l remain. (3.49) and

(3.48) give j89,„(A,v) = i,Aï-0.

In all other cases all terms cancel. We have therefore proved that the matrix

iße,ufa ")) has the form ijAvAAv.

Case 2. t?Av<0. Also in this case (jSe,H(A, k))=tjAvAAv can be obtained by sys-

tematically checking all cases.

Equation (3.40) now implies

2 ße.ÄK ") = yfaS), u) = y(/0,..., I't+i).
A,v

This completes the proof of the independence of £(t+1), Tki£u + 1\ ..., Tk> + i£it+1)

and, therefore, the proof of the theorem.    □

It seems clear that essentially the same construction can be used to obtain a

partition £ and a bilateral strictly increasing sequence (kt, — oo < / < oo) of integers

such that the partitions Tk'£ ( — oo < / < oo) are independent. However, the inductive

definition gets technically more difficult in that case.
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